
Meeting Minutes for the Finance Committee 
The Experiential School of Greensboro 

Thursday, October 27th, 2022 
12:00 pm 

Virtual/Zoom  
Meeting ID: 878 6663 6287 
Passcode: 791697 
 
Present: Leila Villaverde, Greg Bush, Joanna Lower, Tinisha Shaw.  
 
Leila Villaverde called the meeting to order at 12:04 pm.   
 
Approval of Agenda 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to approve the agenda. Greg Bush motioned to approve the agenda, 
Leila Villaverde seconded, all were in favor and the motion carried unanimously.   
   
Public Comment 
There was no public comment.  
 
New Business 

1. Matching campaign and budget discussions 
 
Leila Villaverde indicated based on ADM we had a 228K deficit in the budget. However, this did not 
include the EC transfer or local funds. Personnel costs increased this year, even with one opening.  The 
local funds and the EC funds will offset the deficit. The state is still making decisions about the budget 
which makes planning frustrating. We are several months in and we still do not have a budget from the 
state. The accountant indicated we were not alone but, that doesn’t change the frustration. This is why 
enrollment numbers are so critical as these are the main source of funding.  
 
For next year’s budget we discussed the possibility of reducing the 1/2 House to 60 students within 3 
homerooms. It was noted that that we currently have a Teacher position open in the 1/2 House and we 
are hearing that it is difficult to have 4 teaching spaces. It was proposed we make a shift to having 3 
homerooms in 1/2 house instead of 4 and 60 students instead of a capacity of 80. Leila Villaverde 
inquired about this shift based on raw numbers with the accountant. It will be a difference of 172K based 
on raw numbers but, that doesn’t account for costs. It was estimated when considering costs, it would be 
closer to 110K. It was noted that hasn’t been atypical with budget cuts we’ve weathered in past years. So, 
we would be basing next year’s budget on full enrollment minus those 20 seats. This shift would result in 
2 homerooms in K house, 3 homerooms in 1/2 House, and 4 homerooms 3/4, 5/6, and 7/8 houses. If we 
agree with this shift, we can study it as we did with K last year when lowering the homeroom group sizes. 
The lottery starts on November 1, 2022 so we would need the lottery to reflect these changes. We would 
also need to hire for the current 1/2 opening someone that has non-renewal or a long terms sub or we 
can explore spreading the students across the 3 homerooms and hiring another Assistant Teacher. With 
this shift it would be critical that enrollment is full for the first 20 days. This is a little drastic of a change 
but would support the climate of the 1/2 House and allow for more focus on the students.  
 
The Giving Campaign was discussed. It was proposed we focus funds raised through the giving campaign 
on staff retention such as end of year bonuses. Tinisha Shaw noted that there were ways bonuses could 
be distributed or with stipulations that could be explored too. Leila Villaverde indicated depending on 



how much was raised we could split it up or provide it at the end of the school year. It was noted that 
typically we have a funder that matches donations, and she would reach out to them but, if there are 
others, we could reach out for larger chunks that would be helpful to motivate others. We focus the goal 
on 100% participation, that all can give some. Tinisha Shaw noted investing in the staff with bonuses 
helps to uphold our school vision. We want to teachers to be creative and open and one way to retain 
them is to have incentives that support them. Greg Bush suggested we have a goal, like 1K or a content 
focus. 
 
Joanna Lower circled back to the 1/2 House. She noted that the shift to 3 homerooms would require the 
1/2 team to creatively consider the space design as well as their instructional approaches to meet 
standards. It was also noted there would be space for a sensory area too, if needed. Ways to support the 
team with this transition were discussed.  
 
It was noted there are currently 36 first graders and 37 second graders for a total of 73 in the House. 
With the departure of one 1/2 Teacher, this year we could create homerooms of 23. If classes were 
redistributed for the new year, we could add another Teaching Assistant as support. In the meantime, 
consulting with the Curriculum Facilitators during the transition would be important. At different times 
both have experienced gong from 4 to 3 homerooms for various reasons. The 1/2 Coach could also 
provide consultation. Before making a final decision, the current 1/2 Teachers need to be consulted and 
agree with this change. So, the next step is for Tinisha Shaw to present the idea to the 1/2 House and 
gather their input and preferences regarding this idea for the remainder of this year.  
 
For the lottery opening Nov 1, we need to consider the shift for next year, with the number of available 
seats, given we would have 20 less students in the 1/2 House. Based on the number of current K students 
and 1st grade students there would be zero seats available in the lottery for 1/2 House.  
 
Free and Reduced Lunch was discussed. Tinisha Shaw shared that 79 families applied or sent verification 
of income for free or reduced lunch. With verification we are down 2K for lunch costs from previous 
month. Tinisha Shaw noted that enrollment documents will be more specific next year, and every student 
will need to complete the form.  
 
We discussed marketing ideas. Joanna Lower suggested we consider participating in the downtown 
winter/holiday parade. She suggested starting simple this year and think about asking the Student 
Ambassadors and this could be as simple as handing out lollipops with QR codes, the school song playing, 
and carrying a banner. Leila Villaverde indicated she would reach out to Shavonne Oliver about this. 
Tinisha Shaw mentioned there was a grant she was looking at if we were to partner with a local Head 
Start to promote lottery application for kindergarten. Leila Villaverde also noted that there was the 
opportunity to have signage at the mall for a 4-week span for about $600. It would be an electronic 
banner during a high traffic time over the holidays. Tinisha Shaw also shared she would like to also have 
some events to share information about the school to perspective families. Leila Villaverde indicated that 
we did this the first two years and we had individuals sign up and had a PowerPoint that was shared.  
 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to approve the change for the 1/2 House for next year. Greg Bush 
motioned to change the 1/2 House to 60 students with 3 homerooms, Joanna Lower seconded, all were 
in favor and the motion carried unanimously.  
 



Leila Villaverde also summarized that we are in support of piloting of 3 homerooms this year in the 1/2 
House for the remainder of the year with an added Assistant Teacher. There was consensus to utilize 
funds raised from the Giving Campaign to support teachers/staff.  
 
Announcements 
There were no announcements.   
 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to adjourn. Joanna Lower motioned to adjourn, Greg Bush seconded, 
all were in favor and the motion carried unanimously. Leila Villaverde adjourned the meeting at 1:09 pm.  
 
 


